ITC Benguiat
SPOTTING ITC BENGUIAT
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• Curved bar and double top-serifed A
• Tall ascender and spur on G
• High middle bar on E and F
• Diagonal of N meets right stem in middle
• One story g with distinctive lower loop
• Diagonal crossbar on e

Friz Quadrata
SPOTTING FRIZ QUADRATA
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• Stems swell to a small serif
• Flat apex on A with a left serif
• Angled vertex on M, N, V, W
• Open bowl on a, b, d, p, q
• Open bowl and flat ear on g
• Concave serif on t

ETYMOLOGY

ETYMOLOGY

First weight drawn by Ed Benguiat in the middle 1970s
Condensed designs drawn by Benguiat in 1978

Roman drawn by Ernst Friz in 1965
Licensed by ITC and Bold weight added in 1973
Italic drawn for ITC in 1992 by Thierry Puyfoulhoux

FAMILY

Three roman weights with corresponding condensed designs.
All have complementary italics.

FAMILY

Two weights with corresponding italics.
Small caps and old style figures are also available.

FONT FACTS

The design that was to become ITC Benguiat was rejected the
first time Ed Benguiat submitted it to International Typeface
Corporation’s Typeface Review Board. He persisted and
actively sought out each Board member’s approval. When he
resubmitted the design in 1976, the Board approved it – and
the typeface family immediately became one of the company’s
most popular designs.

PRINTING TIP: These cards are designed to be printable on Avery 4" x 6"
Laser Postcards #5389. To ensure proper reproduction, make sure your
Adobe Acrobat preferences are not set to shrink, enlarge or scale.

FONT FACTS

The first weight of Friz Quadrata was created in 1965 by Swiss
designer Ernst Friz, and was one of the original winners of the
Visual Graphics International Typeface design competition. A
few years later, ITC licensed the design from VGC and commissioned Victor Caruso to add a bold weight to Friz's initial design.

Friz Quadrata™

ITC Benguiat™

No bird
If you’re
soars too
going
high if he
through
soars with
hell, keep
his own
wings.
going.
William Blake
(1757—1827)
English engraver,
illustrator, & poet

PRINTING TIP: These cards are designed to be printable on Avery 4” x 6”
Laser Postcards #5389. To ensure proper reproduction, make sure your
Adobe Acrobat preferences are not set to shrink, enlarge or scale.

Sir Winston Churchill
(1874 —1965)
British politician

